1. A boy in China built a Lego model of Nick Wilde, the fox in the Disney “ZOOTOPIA”. It was nearly 2 metres high. How many centimetres is that?

2. A recent report said that for females, the 6 most common words used on Facebook were: “excited”, “tomorrow”, “tonight”, “sooo”, “ridiculously”, “happy”. How many MORE consonants than vowels are there in those words?

3. On the first day of winter, last Wednesday, in one town, the highest temperature was 17°C, and the lowest temperature was 2°C. What was the RANGE of temperatures (“Range” means the highest take away the lowest).

4. On Masterchef last week, there were the usual 3 compere chefs, and one visiting chef -- Nigella Lawson. If on one night ¼ of these chefs were sick, how many were left to go on the TV show?

5. This week is the first FULL week of winter here in Australia. Winter is in the months June, July and August. How many days is that altogether?

6. At one school, due to overcrowding, they are thinking of starting classes at 7 am and finishing at 1.30 pm. Then a whole new group of students would then begin classes at 2 pm. If they worked the same number of hours as the first group, at what time would the second group finish their school day?

7. The new Pokémon game “Sun and Moon” will be released this year for Pokémon’s 20th anniversary! If Pokémon is now 20 years old, in what year did it start?

8. The cartoon series “The Powerpuff Girls” was first on TV from 1998 to 2005, and started again this year. How many full years was it not on television between 2005 and now?

9. In June, 1967, singing group “The Beatles” released their big album, called “Sergeant Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band”. How many MONTHS ago was that? (Your teacher MAY remember this album!)

10. Open-Ended Question: Mrs. Jones bought a dozen eggs at the supermarket. An even number of the eggs was broken. How many eggs WERE NOT BROKEN? How many possible answers are there? Explain your answer.
1. 200 centimetres
2. 17 vowels, 26 consonants
3. 15°C
4. 3 chefs
5. 92 days
6. 8.30 pm
7. 1996
8. 10 full years
9. 588 months
10. Various answers